A Model of Feedback Relationships between Software Maintenance and Information Systems Staff Management: A Case of an E-government System
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ABSTRACT
To ensure systems sustainability in delivering services, software maintenance (SM) is a necessary condition to solve emerging errors and satisfy new requirements during operation. This maintenance involves a great variety of interdependent elements and processes as well as requires competent and motivated staff. This research aims at developing a model capable of explicitly explaining the complexity of causal feedback-relationships between elements and processes of SM and information systems (IS) staff management related factors. A preliminary causal loop diagram of system dynamics method was developed from literature. A successful e-government system of a Ministry in Indonesia was selected as the case. IS staff and managers of the selected case were deeply interviewed using prepared questionnaires developed based on the preliminary model. Data collected is used to validate and refine the preliminary model. The resulting empirical causal loop model explicitly describes how various factors, which might not be close in space and time, through chains of causal relationships, influence software availability level over time, hence IS sustainability, and how this level influences back those factors. Therefore, the model helps management with further insight about aligning an important domain of information technology with people to attain system sustainability.
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1. INTRODUCTION
While most of the current knowledge on IS is associated with and dominated by system development, in fact a system is expected to spend most of its lifetime within operation and maintenance stage to deliver services. The importance of the maintenance stage is emphasised by van Vliet [1] as “[c]ompared to software development, software maintenance has more impact on the well-being of an organization”. In addition, literature in IS indicates a large portion of IS budget was allocated for SM [2]. During this stage the emergence of unresolved errors and unsatisfied new users’ requirements can jeopardise the sustainability of a system’s capability in serving users.

In order to achieve the system sustainability an organisation needs to ensure a high software availability level over time (sustainable software) which requires productive and quality SM [3]. Sustainable software can operate consistently to deliver services for a long period, at least as long as its designed lifetime. During this period of sustainability, emerging errors and new functionality requirements can be addressed successfully until it is no longer feasible to maintain the software but rather it must be replaced.

Considering SM process, any SM activity is initiated by a maintenance request (MR) which is caused by software errors and/or new user’s requirements. Conceptually, a maintenance process is similar to a system development life cycle but with much smaller scale [4]. A completed SM task necessarily increases software complexity [5] and any undertaken maintenance might cause recurring maintenance because of possible ripple effects [6]. This, in turn, affects the availability level of the software or systems and triggers further maintenance requests. Therefore, to attain a high level of software availability, it is necessary to understand the existence of feedback relationships between SM elements and activities.

In addition, an organisation cannot ignore the role of IS staff who undertake the maintenance. Managing their performance necessarily determines SM completion and quality levels [7]. In achieving SM
success, factors associated with staff motivation are among the most important issues [3, 4, 8]. SM has been associated with being a second-class job compared with software development; and the maintainers are usually within their early careers in information technology [9]. In a more general context of IS management, critical roles of internal IS human resource have been emphasised by many IS literature, for example, by Acuna, Juristo and Moreno [10], and Madachy [11].

Previous research has paid much attention on motivation and performance of human resources [12], especially IS staff [13, 14]. Within the SM context, performance of IS staff might be measured by their productivity in completing SM and quality of the resulting SM. According to the expectancy theory [12], IS staff performance relates dynamically to effort, expected rewards and rewards in feedback fashion [13]. On the other hand, the performance in SM is also affected by software complexity [15]. In addition, the IS staff performance influences or is influenced by their competence [11], affects or is affected by their experience [16]. Environment surrounding IS staff also has an impact on their performance [13]. Organisational rewards which are normally determined by staff performance, to some degree, relate to absenteeism [17]. In information technology area, competence level naturally degrades over time unless continuous improvement through appropriate training is undertaken [18].

These previous studies indicate the existence of complex factors and feedback relationships affecting the availability level of software over time. Little has been done in previous research that visually models this complexity and accommodates dynamic feedback relationships between those factors. It is important to understand how elements and processes of software maintenance relate to each other and relate to IS staff management factors in order to assist SM management achieving successful SM.

2. RESEARCH METHOD
2.1. Qualitative system dynamics

This research implements qualitative system dynamics (SD) approach [19-21], which is represented visually as a causal loop diagram (CLD), to model the relationships between elements and processes of SM and IS staff management related factors. The approach is chosen because the resulting model is capable of revealing the chain of feedback relationships between variables forming causal loops; therefore indicating the way two or more variables relate to each other which they might not be close in time and distance and providing comprehension of how the effect variable in turn influences the cause variable. Therefore, the CLD can generate insight into the dynamic structure of the system [11, 22]. The method is a particularly appropriate modelling approach where time and feedback loops are important, and where considerable complexity, ambiguity and uncertainty exist [23].

Technically, a CLD consists of words or phrases which are linked by curved arrows, each of which has attached polarity and time delay symbols [22, 24]. The arrow represents a causal relationship between two factors. The polarity is symbolised by ‘+’ indicating the two related variables change in the same direction, or ‘-’ showing the two linked variables vary in two different directions; and the time delay is shown by ‘/’ crossing the arrow. A CLD is formulated by referring to the relevant theories and previous research associated with the formulated problem as well as the researcher’s mental model associated with the research problem [22].

2.2. The Case

A unit of a Ministry of the Republic of Indonesia was selected as the Case. The selection is based on the following reasons. The unit plans, develops, operates, and maintains information systems of the Ministry which include software, hardware, people, data, and computer networks, to support the attainment of the Ministry’s mission. The unit won e-Government Award in several consecutive years. Currently, it runs a number of application systems and was supported by 16 staff members who have skill and knowledge in computer programming, database management, computer network installation operation and maintenance. Website of the Ministry and most of the application systems currently being operated were developed in-house. The unit runs and maintains successfully many of the application systems to serve and support organisational needs in central office and in other units all over the country for more than five years.

2.3. Data collection, model development and validation

A CLD was constructed as a preliminary model based on previous research and researcher’s mental model [25]. Data collected from the Case, which reflects a real world, is used to validate the preliminary model.

Development of the preliminary model from previous research was started by identifying the dynamic behaviour of system software sustainability, and introducing endogenous factors from within SM and IS staff management domains that cause this dynamic. Included within the identification process is the time delay taken by a factor in influencing other factor(s). The identified factor can be a condition, situation,
action, decision or physical element’s condition within the domains that can influence and be influenced by other success factors; and both quantitative and qualitative success factors are possible.

Data was collected through in depth interviews guided by the preliminary CLD and structured open-ended questionnaires. This CLD along with the relevant existing studies were used to prepare the questionnaires.

The interviewees consisted of a senior manager, an application system manager, and nine IS staff of the unit. The senior manager was asked to evaluate the preliminary model if the factors and dynamic feedback-relationships reflect reality. The model was presented in a stage-wise fashion starting from the simplest model drawn on a single paper to the most complex model on a last single paper. The model is revised accordingly based on the senior manager views if the manager does not confirm any factors and relationships in the preliminary model. In addition, the senior manager was interviewed using a questionnaire focusing on managerial aspects of SM and IS staff. The application system manager was interviewed by using the second questionnaire addressing operational matter of SM and IS staff management under his responsibility. The IS staff was interviewed by using the third questionnaire in order to elicit their actual practice in doing SM, effort, competence, and rewards received.

Findings from the interviews with the senior manager were used to revise and improve the preliminary model, while those elicited from the application systems manager and IS staff were used to corroborate the ones obtained from the senior manager. Further clarification from the interviewees would be sought if discrepancies had been found during interviews.

3. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

Data collected from the Case indicates that the availability levels of the system software have been very high for a number of consecutive years which can be described as in Figure 1. Management and staff of the Unit have been able to maintain and sustain the software they operate.

![Software availability over time](image1.png)

Figure 1. Behaviour over time of the Case system software.

Figure 2 is the resulting CLD showing the model of feedback-relationships of elements and processes of the SM and IS staff management related factors of the e-government system of the Case. The model might be decomposed into a maintenance process, motivational factors, and competence development subsets.
Observing this subset of the CLD, SM management could comprehend the importance of motivation and competence of the IS staff in ensuring the software availability to deliver services. The relationships between these factors are masked by chain of causal relationships.

**Motivational factors.** Another subset of the CLD in Figure 2 presents feedback-relationships between factors related to IS staff motivation. This subset is a representation and implementation of the expectancy theory and other related factors in an e-government SM context which involves: maintenance

*Figure 2. A CLD of feedback relationships between SM and IS staff management of the Case.*

**Maintenance process.** Causal feedback relationships of this subset of the CLD in Figure 2 involve some key factors: software availability level, maintenance requests, required effort and competence, effort gap and competence gap, delivery level and maintenance quality, software complexity and recurrent maintenance. This subset also includes factors which are not part of the causal loop: software quality resulting from development project, environmental pressure for enhancements, and environmental support factor.

System software sustainability can be indicated by a high software availability level over time. This dynamic level is influenced by three factors. First, it is positively influenced by software quality resulting from the development project. Second, it is also affected by environmental pressure for enhancements but in a negative direction. Third, the level of software availability is also negatively influenced by the maintenance itself, through the increasing software complexity and recurrent maintenance requests as well as the maintenance delivery level. In turn, the software availability level will negatively influence the MRs. The maintenance requests occur randomly and a large number of maintenance requests mean large workloads of maintenance. The workloads depend on both the degree of difficulty of a maintenance problem and the number of workloads at a particular time unit.

Solving the maintenance workloads need two things simultaneously: staff effort and competence. These two represent two crucial dynamic factors: motivation and ability of the SM staff. However, as the levels of these factors are dynamic, there are always possible gaps between the required and actual levels. These gaps affect completed maintenance delivery level and quality. The delivery level will also be positively affected by environmental support factors, such as smoothness of communication with other competent colleagues and users to obtain their support. Over time, as the number of completed maintenance increases, the software complexity also increases. In turn, this software complexity negatively affects the software availability level forming a balancing closed-loop of dynamics feedback relationships B1. Hence, this results in reduction of the software availability. Much research in software engineering has shown that complex software, especially the one with long SLOC, has higher probability of software error occurrence than the less one.

On the other hand, the quality level of maintenance has a negative effect on recurrent maintenance. This recurrent maintenance especially takes place when a fault caused by delivered maintenance becomes evident at some point of time in the future (ripple effect). It also happens when the requesters repeat their request due to cancellation, incomplete delivery or rescheduling of maintenance. The more recurrent maintenance occurs the lower the software availability. This forms a reinforcing loop R1. Observing this subset of the CLD, SM management could comprehend the importance of motivation and competence of the IS staff in ensuring the software availability to deliver services. The relationships between these factors are masked by chain of causal relationships.
quality and delivery level, actual organisational rewards and staff expectation on rewards, staff satisfaction over provided rewards, staff perception of their needs and goals fulfilment, absence level and actual individual effort, effort gap, and total actual effort. This subset also includes total staff and VIP requests and other duty factors which are not involved in a causal loop.

The delivery level and maintenance quality factors, which represent maintenance performance, positively influence both actual organisational rewards and staff expectation of rewards. These influences may take time. Any discrepancy between these two will affect staff satisfaction over the rewards provided. As underlined by the expectancy theory, the value of the actual rewards depends on how the IS staff perceive their value. In turn, this satisfaction will positively affect staff perception on their needs and goal fulfilment. A high level of staff perception on their needs and goal fulfilment improves actual individual effort and reduces the absenteeism level, which in turn increases the total actual effort. On the contrary, over time, the staff may be present in the workplace but not exert their full effort in maintaining the software as a result of their perception that their effort does not give rise to the fulfilment of their needs and goals. An increase in the absenteeism level may be assumed to be the staff’s attempt to fulfill their needs and goals from other places. A chain of relationships involving actual organisational rewards factor forms a reinforcing loop R4, while the one containing staff expectation on rewards creates a balancing loop B3.

The effort factor of the expectancy theory is represented by actual individual effort, total actual effort and the effort gap. Individual effort is defined as the amount of time (hours) for a period of time (such as one day) spent by IS staff to work on an assigned maintenance task. Total effort represents the organisational effort in terms of its staff spent in performing maintenance tasks for a specified period of time. It is a multiplicative function of individual effort and total staff. As the actual individual effort increases, the total actual effort also increases, assuming the total staff is constant, which in turn reduces the effort gap.

The expectancy theory also mentions that staff members understand that the rewards can only be obtained by performance. An observation made by staff towards their performance could lead to a change in their exerted effort level, which in turn influences the performance level. The staff members tend to raise their effort – for example, by increasing the number of working hours solely dedicated to maintenance – if their normal effort does not lead to their expected performance, and the other way around. These relationships are expressed as a balancing loop B2 of delivery level $\rightarrow$ actual individual effort $\rightarrow$ total actual effort $\rightarrow$ effort gap $\rightarrow$ delivery level.

**Competence development.** In addition to motivation, another subset of the CLD in Figure 2 presents feedback causal relationships of IS staff competence-related factors. In this subset, some key success factors are average current competence level, maintenance quality and delivery level, learning and experience level, needs for training, training gap, fraction of less competent and competent staff. Factors included in the subset which are not part of a causal loop are actual training, new staff, and competence obsolescence due to technological change.

The average current competence level expresses the average nominal amount of maintenance tasks that can be completed for a particular period of time by a staff member when there is no loss factor. That is when the staff is fully motivated and the supporting facilities to perform maintenance are perfect. The average current competence level is negatively influenced by an exogenous factor called competence obsolescence due to IT advancement, but the decrease in the competence level takes time. There is a reinforcing loop R2 which links the average current competence level, competence gap, delivery level and learning and experience levels. To a degree, any completed maintenance delivery level improves staff’s learning and experience levels. Through time, as the exposure to various challenges of maintenance increases in the course of the increase of the delivery level, then the staff’s experience also increases. The increase in staff experience causes the average current competence level to increase as well.

The average current competence level also relates to training, especially in response to the competence obsolescence due to IT advancement. The increase in the average current competence level, through narrowing the competence gap, improves maintenance quality which in turn reduces the needs for training or, at least, the level of training needed. The need for training and the actual training, which responds to the need for training, will determine the training gap which represents the value or effectiveness of training to the improvement of the average competence level. Assuming the actual training and the competence obsolescence factors are at a constant level, a higher need for training will widen the training gap which indicates a decrease in the average current competence level. This chain of relationships forms a reinforcing loop R3. On the other hand, the need for training is negatively influenced by the average current competence level.

Additionally, the fractions of less competent and competent staff, which is an exogenous factor, negatively influence the average current competence level and positively affect the need for training. Newly recruited staff determines the fractions.
4. CONCLUSION
This study has developed an empirical CLD, based on an e-government system Case, which explicitly presents the way elements and processes of SM and IS staff management factors, which are not close in space and time, relate to each other influencing the software availability level over time. The model describes how the factors influence the availability level and the level influences back the factors through chains of causal relationships. The CLD facilitates exploration and explanation of the dynamic feedback relationships between factors. For example, the model shows how dynamic rewards eventually influence the software availability level and vice versa. Therefore, the model can assist management to establish fruitful policies in aligning an important domain of information technology with people to attain system sustainability.
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